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NEWS OF THE FIRM
This year marks
the 50th year of
practicing law for
James R. Wade!
To date, he has
had a long and
distinguished career
which includes his
stint as a Denver Probate Judge, as
the author of The Colorado Probate
System and the Colorado Law of Wills,
Trusts and Fiduciary Administration.
He has served as advisor to various
national commissions on probate and
trust law standards and is a member
of the National College of Probate
Judges, the International Academy of
Estate and Trust Law, the American
College of Trust and Estate Counsel
and the Joint Editorial Board for
the Uniform Estate and Trusts Acts.
His practice focuses on the areas of
estate and trust planning, estate and
trust administration, and estate and
trust litigation. For more information
about James Wade and our firm, go to
www.wadeash.com.

Colorado Bar Association. Herb spoke
on “Case Formulation and Pleading” and
Marc spoke on “Qualifying and Obtaining
Testimony from an Expert Witness”.
Laurie Hunter spoke on March 1, 2012
at the Basic Estate Administration
educational session sponsored by
CLE in Colorado, Inc. and the Trust
& Estate Section of the CBA entitled,
“Married Clients with Large Estates”.
Laurie Hunter also spoke on
February 1, 2012 at the Advanced Estate
Administration educational session
sponsored by CLE in Colorado, Inc.
and the Trust & Estate Section of the
CBA entitled “Distributions to Minors”.
We are pleased to announce that
Merry H. Balson will be rejoining the
firm on July 1, 2012. Merry’s practice
will continue to focus on charitable
planning, estate planning, estate
administration and representation of
nonprofit tax-exempt organizations.

On February 1, 2012, Jill Griffiths
participated in a panel discussion
with students at the University of
Denver Sturm College of Law who
are pursuing a degree in the Master
Herb Tucker and Greg Washington of Science in Legal Administration
(along with Keith Lapayude) spoke program. The panel focused on what’s
at the 32nd Annual Estate Planning involved in “A Day in the Life of a
Retreat held June 7-9, 2012 in Legal Administrator” as part of the
Breckenridge,
Colorado.
The curriculum for the Applied Leadership
session, entitled “How to Attack and and Management Theory course
Defend Expert Witnesses in Trust taught by Ron Seigneur, CPA, with
and Estate Litigation” covered many the hope that it would assist students
topics including the selection and in understanding the legal industry
engagement of experts, deposing better and what is actually involved in
and cross-examining your opponent’s managing a law firm.
expert and evidentiary rules regarding
the qualification of experts.
FEDERAL LAW
On April 27, 2012 Herb Tucker and
Marc Darling spoke at the Probate
Litigation Basics educational session
sponsored by CLE in Colorado, Inc.
and the Trust & Estate Section of the

NEWS FLASH!

On June 15, 2012, Treasury issued
temporary and proposed regulations
which give clarity and guidance as to
the application, use and limitations

on the portability of the unused estate
tax exemption of the first spouse to
die. In particular, the IRS clarified
how the portable amount of estate tax
exemption is calculated, and how that
amount can be used by the surviving
spouse, both for lifetime gifts as well
as at death. Treasury calculates the
surviving spouse’s exemption in a way
that is favorable to taxpayers: the first
spouse’s unused exemption (calculated
in the year of death and pursuant
to a timely filed U.S. Estate Tax
Return) is added to the surviving
spouse’s exemption. This means that
if the first spouse dies in 2012 with
$5 million in unused exemption, his
estate timely files a Form 706, and
surviving spouse dies in 2013 with
a $1 million exemption because
of the change in federal law, the
surviving spouse’s estate will have
a $6 million total exemption.
Earlier, commentators had interpreted
the statute as limiting the surviving
spouse’s total exemption to two
times the exemption available at the
survivor’s death (or a total of $2 million
in the example described above). This
favorable interpretation makes it even
more important to consider filing a
Form 706 at the first death.

WILL THE $5 MILLION
GIFT TAX EXEMPTION
DISAPPEAR?
In 2012, the gift, generation-skipping
and estate tax exemptions are all
$5,120,000 for each taxpayer. The tax
rate for all three taxes is 35%. As we
have indicated in earlier newsletters,
if Congress fails to act, then in 2013,
the exemptions will be $1 million
and the tax rates will run from 41%
to 55%. While both Democrats and
Republicans have gone on record to
oppose this reduction in the exemptions,
the current statutes provide for this

WILL THE $5 MILLION
GIFT TAX EXEMPTION
DISAPPEAR? (CONT’D)
change, and Congress must work
together to pass a new law to put
something else in place. That appears
unlikely at times, especially because
of the upcoming November elections.
Possibilities include (a) no action, and
a reduction of the exemption and
increase in the tax rates, (b) repeal of
the estate tax entirely, (c) extension of
the $5,120,000 exemptions, (d) some
other exemption amount (such as the
2009 $3.5 million), or (e) as in 2010,
Congress could pass a law later in
2013 that would be retroactive to the
beginning of the year. Even if the estate
tax exemption stays at a high level, it is
possible the gift tax exemption would
be reduced because that has been the
consistent practice in the past (in 2009
the estate tax exemption was $3.5
million but the gift tax exemption was
$1 million).
Some clients are interested in taking
advantage of their current $5 million
gift tax exemptions to make substantial
gifts in 2012 of property that still may
have low values due to the recession,
but are expected to increase in value
in later years. Even if the gift tax
exemption is lowered next year,
there would be no tax due because
of the use of the $5 million gift tax
exemption allowable in 2012. The
use of the exemption will be taken
into account in the donor’s estate tax
return at death, but would not cause a
tax liability before then.
In addition to removing the gifted
assets from the donor’s estate, income
received from those assets after the
gift, and appreciation in value after the
gift will also be removed. A significant
disadvantage to a lifetime gift is that
the donor’s basis in gifted assets carries
over to the donee, and a new basis
equal to fair market value on death
would not apply.

While some clients may be comfortable
with giving away $5 million each (and
potentially $10 million if both spouses
do so) to their children or grandchildren,
others may want to retain the use, at least
partially, of some of the assets in case
their other assets are consumed through
medical issues, or more economic
downturns. While the donor of the
assets cannot retain an income interest
or too much authority as a trustee and
still have the assets be removed from his
or her estate, the donor’s spouse may be
given such interests.

estate, which would destroy the whole
reason for the creation of the trust.
The reciprocal trust rule applies if the
trusts have the same terms and are
created at the same time.

Consideration must be given to
changes in family circumstances, such
as a divorce of the donor and donee
spouses. Unlike a lifetime Marital Trust
that is required to last for the spouse’s
lifetime, whether or not the marriage
ends, the lifetime Credit Shelter Trust
could provide that the spouse would
no longer be a beneficiary in the event
Therefore, one alternative is the of a divorce. The trust would then
creation of a lifetime Credit Shelter continue solely for the descendants.
Trust, similar to the kind of trust that
many estate tax-planning Wills and The lifetime Credit Shelter Trust
Revocable Trusts already include. is not for everyone, but may be an
For example, the donor spouse could attractive alternative to preserve the
gift up to $5,120,000 of assets to an 2012 available gift tax exemption. If
irrevocable trust in which the other you wish to discuss this in more detail,
spouse could be given a great deal of feel free to contact us.
interest and authority over the Credit
Shelter Trust but it still would not be
included in the donee spouse’s estate:
COLORADO UPDATE
the spouse and/or descendants may (a)
be the trustee (although the use of a
professional fiduciary may be advisable The 2012 legislative session that ended
in certain situations), (b) receive all of in early May did not produce a Civil
the net income (or the trustee would Unions bill, but there were a few laws
have discretion to distribute among adopted, and other state changes, that
the spouse and descendants), and (c) affect estate planning.
receive principal for health, education,
support and maintenance (the so- Designated Beneficiary Agreement
called “ascertainable standards”). The Amendments. In SB 12-131, the
spouse may also be given a limited legislature made some changes to the
power of appointment to change the Designated Beneficiary Agreement
terms of the distribution at the donee statutes to clarify that a personal
spouse’s death. A gift tax return representative or trustee need only
must be filed reporting the gift, and review the county records in which a
generation-skipping transfer (GST) decedent was domiciled within the
tax exemption would ordinarily also three years preceding death, rather
be allocated to the trust.
than all Colorado counties. Under the
Designated Beneficiary statutes, two
If both husband and wife wish to make unmarried adults may sign a form to
such a lifetime gift, then care must name each other as persons entitled
be taken to avoid application of the to certain statutory rights, including
reciprocal trust rule which could treat inheritance.
each spouse as the settlor/donor of the
trust for his or her own benefit and not Court
Access
to
Contact
the one created for his or her spouse. Information for Fiduciaries. In
In that event, the trust assets would HB 12-1074, the legislature provided
clearly be includible in the donor’s that if a conservator or guardian fails
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to timely file a required report, the court may obtain contact information from
other state agencies, including vital statistics, the labor department, drivers’
license information, voter registration, and the Department of Revenue to
follow up with the fiduciary.
Issuance of Death Certificates. In HB 12-1041, the legislature made it easier
for a death certificate to be issued by permitting electronic transmission of the
certificates, rather than requiring the funeral home personnel to obtain original
signatures on paper copies that then were delivered to vital statistics.
Increase in Dollar Amounts. In 2010, the legislature adopted changes to the
Colorado Probate Code to increase certain dollar amounts for inflation, and 2012
is the first year the increases apply. The following are the changes for this year:
Description

2011 amount 2012 amount

Initial intestate share for spouse where parent
survives decedent (no children and spouse receives
3/4 balance)

$300,000

$309,000

Initial intestate share for spouse where spouse has
children from prior marriage (spouse receives 1/2
balance)

$225,000

$232,000

Initial intestate share for spouse where decedent
had children from prior marriage (spouse receives
1/2 balance)

$150,000

$154,000

Supplemental elective-share amount

$50,000

$51,000

Elder Abuse. S.B. 12-078 establishes
a task force to review mandatory
reporting of abuse of elderly and
at-risk adults by a number of
defined professionals. The task force
must report to the legislature by
December 1, 2012, so that legislation
may be introduced as appropriate in
2013, and the mandatory reporting
will commence by September 1, 2013.
Temporary Reduction in Filing
Fees. For those opening probate estates,
obtaining certified copies of Letters or
filing Trust Registration Statements,
you may have noticed that there has
been a reduction in filing fees. Effective
January 23, 2012, the Colorado
Supreme Court temporarily reduced
filing fees in court actions, including
probate matters. The fee for filing an
application or petition for probate is
$127 instead of $164, and the fee for
filing a Trust Registration Statement
is $126 instead of $163. The fee for
certifying Letters is reduced from $20
to $13. While the directive on the
Supreme Court website says that the
reduction is temporary, it does not say
when the fees will go back up to prior
levels.

Calculation of Filing Deadlines.
Effective January 1, 2012, and as
*
part of the changes to the state court
$61,000
Small Estate Affidavit limit
$60,000
procedural rules to adopt the “Rule of
Seven” to be consistent with the federal
rules, the deadlines in Probate Rule 8.8
Exempt Property
$26,000
$30,000**
were revised from 10 days’ notice of a
non-appearance hearing to 14 days.
That also means 14 days (two weeks)
Family Allowance
$24,000
$30,000**
and no additional days for mailing,
weekends, etc. The Rule of Seven is
designed to simplify determination
*as of August 2011, increased from $50,000
of time deadlines, and is discussed
** per statute change, not COLA adjustment
in more detail in The Colorado Lawyer
article by Richard P. Holme, January
Note that the increase in the Small Estate Affidavit limit to $61,000 creates 2012 issue at pages 33 - 40. JDF Forms
a disconnect from the total of the Exempt Property and Family Allowance 712, 722 and 963 have been revised to
amounts.
note the new 14-day deadlines. S.B.
12-175 makes some statutory changes
Colorado Estate Tax. H.B. 12-1042 was signed May 21, 2012, and provides consistent with these rule changes.
that if the Colorado Estate Tax returns in 2013 due to the expiration of the
changes in the federal estate tax laws since 2001, the amount of Colorado estate
taxes paid on the value of Colorado agricultural land will be an income tax
credit on the Colorado return for the year in which paid.
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